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INTRODUCTION
Focus and Aim of the Thesis
Online participation is popular, and businesses and public institutions alike want
online citizens and amateurs to actively participate, as the internet not only leads
to increased economic, social and cultural benefits (van Dijk and van Deursen
2014; Tapscott et al. 2007) but also allows people to transcend geographic
boundaries and interact with others who share common interests. The internet
seems to be able to overcome a number of difficulties found in offline situations
– to the extent that it is even seen as the “glue” that helps people stay together,
enabling them to collectively and collaboratively solve a range of social and
societal problems (Preece 2000; Schuler 2010) – and allows anyone who is able
to connect to the internet to be an active participant, a content creator instead of
a passive viewer (Rainie and Wellman 2012). When discussing the internet and
its development, the word “participation” is one of the most important keywords,
and when in 2006 Time Magazine nominated “You” as the person of the year
(Grossman 2006), “you” implied all the internet users participating online,
generating and producing online content, chatting, sharing, emailing, blogging,
socialising, creating Wikis; representing hours of human activity, behaviours and
“irreplaceable human attention” (Gitlin 2007, 4).
The online environment is an accepted part or way of life for many, yet
online participation is not evenly distributed among users (Kim 2000; Preece and
Shneiderman 2009), and online user behaviours are diverse, with long-tail
distributions (Anderson 2009; Hogg and Szabo 2011). Research on online
participation has grown alongside increased internet activity, and researchers
from a variety of academic disciplines, such as psychology, social, education,
medical, political, information and communication sciences, IT and law, study
online participation. A typical research question is “We want to know what kind
of users they are when it comes to participation in online communities. Are they
active or passive participants?” (Isakovič and Sulčič 2011, 365), and, as research
often focuses on visible online participation, such as number of clicks, postings,
the answer is usually that levels of online participation are low and that
inactivity characterises the online environment (Nielsen 2009).
The use of the internet and of online social media, networks, tools and userdriven applications has seen massive growth. Users have responded and reacted
in a wide range of ways, sometimes in unintentional or unconventional ways,
and a more refined approach to online participation that relies on research,
evaluations and models that go beyond dichotomies such as post versus non-post
(or click versus non-click), visible versus invisible, active versus passive,
valuable and non-valuable participation is needed. Some researchers have
9

addressed this complexity; for example Schäfer (2011), who shows the different
ways people participate online and the implications this has for digital culture, or
Malinen (2015), who reviews studies of online participation and concludes that
not only is there no clear definition of online participation, but also that most of
the research evaluates online participation in terms of its quantity where “active
user participation has been identified as a key component to any successful
online community” (229).
Much research still draws on or develops definitions and models of online
participation that focus on active participation understood as visible
participation, relying on a dichotomy of active and passive online participation.
Research on online participation still classifies participants according to the
amount or type of participation, with a minority of “active” users and a majority
of “passive” or “inactive users”, the latter collectively described as “lurkers” (I,
II, VIII), drawing conclusions based on potentially unrepresentative segments of
the population. This has led to a big gap in understanding lurkers and their
activities in several online contexts. The focus of this thesis is on the online
behaviours subsumed under the label “lurking”, often considered to be a
negative behaviour in the online context and seen as the detrimental use of the
online environment or online tools. The thesis aims to fill the research gap that
stems from research that focuses and analyses visible online participation only
(such as postings, comments, likes) rather than consider the spectrum of online
activities that may not be visible yet still have an impact and which has led to
simplified categorisations of online behaviours. These categorisations of online
activities are often too broad and so make it difficult to understand who does
what online, why, and how this influences participants’ lives, their community
and society at large.
This thesis addresses lurking in the context of research on online
participation and e-participation and addresses the research gap by answering the
following three research questions:
1. How is lurking defined?
2. What are the implications of the definitions of lurking used in research?
3. How does online lurking impact e-participation?
To answer the research questions, this thesis is structured into three separate
sections, where each section answers one of the above research questions.
The first part of this thesis answers the research question “How is online
lurking defined?” by reviewing the literature. The literature review follows
principles of classification research and brings together the observations gained.
This classification is non-numerical and non-exhaustive, it provides not only an
overview of the definitions as used in the literature, it also highlights
controversies and research challenges. The answer to the research question
provides many definitions of lurking. These definitions are classified and
presented as a taxonomy. Whilst academics generally agree that lurking is
10

understood as the most common online behaviour, the taxonomy shows many
other definitions and interpretations of lurking behaviours (I, II, VIII). These
definitions are classified into four categories: definitions that see lurking as
negative behaviours, negative definitions that describe lurking as inactivity, as
legitimate behaviours or as active behaviours. The taxonomy is summarised in
Table 1, and, given that lurkers are seen as representing the largest group of
users in online participation, this section concludes by emphasising the
importance of “knowing your lurkers” (VII) and being aware of the different
definitions used in the research literature.
The second research question, “What are the implications of the definitions
of lurking used in research?”, is answered in Section 2. The categorisation and
analysis of the definitions reveals that the choice of definition affects the aims of
the research, how research is conducted, and the way research results are
interpreted and implemented (I, II): Negative definitions see lurking as
detrimental and will suggest encouraging participation by changing online
behaviours (“de-lurking strategies”) (V), whilst definitions that see lurking as a
legitimate behaviour suggest that lurking represents legitimate and valuable
online roles (they are learners, readers, listeners), and participants’ behaviours
do not need to be changed (I, II, V). Research that sees lurking as an active
behaviour with extensive (online and offline) network effects will suggest
developing strategies that encourage more lurking (IV). The choice of
definitions therefore affects how research results are implemented in the
development of the internet and online environments. Research that uses
definitions of lurking as a valuable behaviour or as a range of active behaviours,
shows how lurking is part of online participation and contributes social capital
(IV, VII, IX). Rather than trying to change people’s behaviours, force visible
participation (V) or try to attract those who are not interested (the “ignorers”)
(III), this thesis proposes that Takahashi, Fujimoto and Yamasaki’s (2003)
definition of lurking provides a useful approach to understanding lurkers, their
activities and how they contribute to online environments (II, IX).
The third research question, “How does online lurking impact eparticipation?” looks at lurking specifically in the e-participation context. Eparticipation represents both a dimension of online participation and the larger
concept of e-democracy that enables, encourages, broadens and deepens political
participation and democratic citizenship (III, IV, X). It was chosen for analysis
in this thesis, as researchers often claim low levels of online participation in eparticipation initiatives, due to, amongst other reasons, lurking. E-participation is
an online context that requires collaborative behaviours (VI, X), and this thesis
aims to show that lurkers do not represent the disinterested public and that they
can contribute to the aims of e-participation more than is assumed by evaluations
that rely on assessments of the “active participants” and by counting the number
of visible contributions (IV). By using definitions of lurking as an online
behaviour that is legitimate, valuable and active, lurking can be viewed as
enhancing democratic principles and contributing to a vibrant, inclusive,
11

transparent and responsive democratic society (IV, VI, VII). In e-participation,
as well as other forms of public participation, or in open and collaborative
production processes in governments and public administrations (VII, X),
lurkers can participate and contribute by taking an interest, sharing information
and content, connecting, linking and hyperlinking, providing support and
engaging in behaviours that affect peer production, collaboration, innovation and
ensure the transparency of e-participation and government processes, tenets
central to e-democracy and a functioning and inclusive society (VI, X). In this
section, e-participation is first described in terms of its aims. This is then
followed by a brief overview of the focus of research in e-participation, and it is
shown how the use of negative definitions of lurkers has led to the development
of de-lurking strategies in e-participation that aim to increase visible
participation. The impact lurkers can have on e-participation presented here is
based on an analysis of e-petitions and the results from a case study of eparticipation (IV). It shows that e-participation relies on the mobilisation of
lurkers but that research is furthered by adopting definitions of lurking as a
valuable and active behaviour (IV, VII).
The thesis concludes with a fourth section, “Recommendations for
Evaluating E-participation”. It provides some relevant questions for research on
online participation and e-participation. Although some suggestions are made
based on the answers in this thesis, future research may benefit by considering
these questions and finding further answers to them.
The thesis comprises an introduction and ten published research articles. The
articles have been selected as they address the research questions but also mirror
a development in the author’s understanding of lurkers, online participation and
e-participation. Through individual efforts (I, II, V, VIII) as well as with
colleagues at the Department for E-Governance and Administration, Danube
University Krems, Austria (IV, VI, VII, X), the Ragnar Nurkse Department of
Innovation and Governance, Tallinn University of Technology, Estonia (VII)
and Edinburgh Napier University, Scotland (III, IX), lurkers are defined, and the
implications of using the definitions in research on online participation (I, II,
VIII) and e-participation (III, IV, V, VII, X) are investigated. The ideas and
analyses have been presented at PhD workshops and international conferences
(V, VII, IX, X), where valuable feedback was gained.
The following publications (I, II, VIII) aim to answer the first two research
questions:
1. How is lurking defined?
2. What are the implications of the definitions of lurking used in research?
The article “Reviewing the Definitions of ‘Lurkers’ and Some Implications
for Online Research” (I) focuses on the many definitions of lurking and
concludes that most definitions see lurking as a problematic behaviour that needs
to be changed. Beside the necessity to see lurking as an important dimension of
12

online participation, it also considers the role of definitions in research and raises
the question whether the online environment always benefits by turning lurkers
into posters.
Research often focuses on the small core of participants who generate much
of the visible content, and the article “What is Lurking? A Literature Review of
Research on Lurking” (II) reviews the definitions of lurking and shows how
lurkers can be seen as valuable and active participants by choosing the
appropriate definition when conducting research on online participation.
The article in the appendix “Definitions and Meanings of Online Lurkers”
(VIII) categorises definitions of lurking as a negative behaviour or as a positive
behaviour. It concludes that lurking represents a form of online participation and
communication that has wide-reaching effects and consequences.
The following articles (III, IV, V, VI, VII, IX, X) address the third research
question:
3. How does online lurking impact e-participation?
The article “Introducing Psychological Factors into E-Participation
Research” (III) represents the author’s first attempt to apply a small selection of
psychological approaches to the context of e-participation. In this paper, the aim
is to move away from technological/technical explanations, suggesting that, in eparticipation, more emphasis should be on the individual. It also includes a first
attempt to show how lurkers do not represent the “ignorers” in e-participation.
“The Unibrennt Movement: A Successful Case of Mobilising Lurkers in a
Public Sphere” (IV) is a case study of an e-participation initiative in Austria.
The evaluation includes lurkers, showing the impact they have on the eparticipation initiative. As it was shown that lurkers contribute to the impact and
success of the initiative, this case study highlights the need to include lurkers in
the evaluation of e-participation and the importance of selecting positive
definitions of lurking.
In “Lurking and De-Lurking in E-Participation” (V), lurkers’ roles and
impact in e-participation are considered. It also looks at de-lurking strategies,
those strategies that aim to increase participation by turning lurkers into posters,
and considers 1. whether the aim of e-participation should be to achieve the
perfect information arena and 2. whether de-lurking is always the best strategy to
achieve this.
The article “Collaboration for Open Innovation Processes in Public
Administration” (VI) considers how lurkers engage in online collaborative
behaviours and how they could contribute value to innovation in open
collaborative government or public administration.
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“The Value of Lurking in E-Participation” (VII) is a conceptual paper that
emphasises a definition of lurking as active and explores how lurkers can
contribute value to e-participation. By considering that a variety of online
behaviours are possible but not always visible, it shows how citizens are
involved in the co-creation of public value, which nevertheless necessitates an
evaluation of e-participation that includes lurkers.
“Signing an e-Petition as a Transition from Lurking to Participation” (IX) is
an article in the appendix that considers e-petitions as a tool for democratic
input. The users of e-petitions are seen as being involved in a participatory
process, and lurking is considered to imply a positive choice to pay attention to
what is happening in a community.
The article in the appendix “Collaborative Behaviours in E-participation” (X)
describes the online behaviours that are relevant in e-participation, such as
collaborative behaviours and hyperlinking. It also draws up the potential limits
of online collaboration as well as the tensions that arise when individual needs
meet group needs.
The thesis research was kick-started in 2010 to find a way of improving the
usability and user experience in e-participation and developing a de-lurking
strategy for increasing participation (the preliminary title was “A User
Experience Approach to Citizen Participation”). Whilst reading the literature, it
became increasingly clear that online participation can be conceptualised in
many different ways, and that one of the main “problems” are the “lurkers”. A
great deal of research and solutions have been proposed on how to solve the
problem of low levels of online engagement, a problem also found in eparticipation. Further analysis of the literature revealed not only many ways of
being and participating online, but that lurking also can be defined in many
ways, and the choice of definitions has an impact on the research, its outcomes
and how the results are implemented. This is the research gap that the thesis
contributes to: Online lurking, like any human behaviour and activity, is a
complex phenomenon, and negative approaches are too broad, do not do justice
to the online participants and do not help the development of the internet in
general or specific instances such as e-participation. The Ragnar Nurkse
Department of Innovation and Governance, Tallinn University of Technology, in
Estonia or rather, E-Stonia (Vinkel and Krimmer 2017), provides the ideal
“digital” setting to consider the questions raised in this thesis and to conduct
research on lurking. Research was also conducted at the Department for EGovernance and Administration, Danube University Krems in Austria. Like
Estonia, Austria has an advanced digital society and government; both countries
are noted for their advances in electronic democracy, electronic government and
administration.
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1

Online Participation and Lurking

To answer the first research question “How is lurking defined?”, it is important
to begin by setting the context: online participation in general.
For many the online environment is an accepted part or way of life, and the
internet offers several ways to contact and interact with others or access
information (II, III): Figure 1 shows the number of active internet and social
media users in relation to the world’s total population in January 2017.

Figure 1: Key Statistics for the world’s internet, mobile and social
media use in 2017.
Reprinted with permission: www.smartinsights.com1.

Online participation and social-media activities include forming personal
networks, connecting and linking to others, participating in discussions, creating
communities; they can be used as tools or channels for voicing opinions, sharing
information and may even encourage participation in real life (Horrigan 2001;
Putnam 2000). People go online to chat, argue, engage in intellectual discourse,
exchange knowledge, share emotions and provide emotional support, plan,
brainstorm, gossip, feud, fall in love, find friends or lose them and play games.
Participation in online activities can confer social and psychological benefits,
provide support, information and opportunities for connection (III, IV). Figure 2
shows the current most popular tools used for such activities and the number of
people using online tools and user-driven online applications, tools that seem to
provide almost infinite choices (Anderson 2009; Katz 1997; Statista 2017).
Successful outcomes of online participation and collaboration are possible, even
though online participants have never met face to face, and they can achieve
high performance, productivity and quality, as well as more efficiency and
improved attendance (Abreu 2000; Brandon and Hillingshead 2007; Cascio
2000). It has even been suggested that the internet may be the “glue” that helps
http://www.smartinsights.com/social-media-marketing/social-media-strategy/newglobal-social-media-research/ (last accessed 14 April 2017).
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people stay together and that it supports the collective help necessary for solving
a range of social and societal problems (IX).

Figure 2: Top Social Network sites by the number of
active users 2017: Social network sites worldwide ranked
by number of active users (in millions, as of January
2017).
Reprinted with permission: www.smartinsights.com2.

The distinction between interaction and content production has increasingly
blurred as users go to online sites such as YouTube, Facebook or Digg to
produce and share knowledge and information, write blogs, create Wikis,
produce and combine services (mash-ups, apps), organise and engage in
discussion (Archmann 2010; Slot and Frissen 2007). What is particular about the
new “architecture of participation” is that it not only encourages users to
contribute but to gain control over information, the process of production and
diffusion (Governor et al. 2009, 22) and to collaborate extensively (VI, X).

http://www.smartinsights.com/social-media-marketing/social-media-strategy/newglobal-social-media-research/ (last accessed 14 April 2017).
2
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1.1

Uneven Participation

Users have responded to the internet in a wide range of ways, sometimes in
unintentional or unconventional ways (III). The online environment is an
accepted part or a way of life for many, but online user behaviours are extremely
diverse, so online participation is not evenly distributed among users (Joyce and
Kraut 2006) and contains long-tail distributions among participants (Hogg and
Szabo 2011): Individuals connect and share information with others at varying
levels of involvement (I, II, V).
The research from many disciplines looks at online participation, considers
who the participants are and why they engage in or like certain behaviours or
activities (or not). This research will often focus on visible online participation,
such as number of clicks, postings, content produced and will often lead to
conclusions, such as (exemplified here by results from Tan et al. 2011):
 There is a concentration of activity among a few top users;
 The focus of attention is on a small number of the submitted content;
 Few active users form most of the links in the community networks.
Other researchers also classify users according to the amount or type of
participation and conclude that low levels of participation or inactivity
characterise the online environment (I, II, VIII). Nielsen (2006) describes online
participation using the 90-9-1 rule: 90% of the users read or observe (but do not
contribute), 9% of the users contribute from time to time, and 1% of the users
participate a lot and account for most contributions. The 90-9-1 rule is often restated in diverse ways. The “1% rule” states that the number of people who
create content on the internet represents approximately 1% (or less) of the
people actually viewing that content (McConnell and Huba 2006). This
proportion is found in several online environments; for example, in Open
Source, 4% of the participants provide 50% of the answers on a user-to-user help
site (Lakhani and Hippel 2003); in Wikipedia 2.5% of the users contribute 80%
of all content (Tapscott and Williams 2006); on a typical online social network,
the top 10% of users account for 30% of all production, and on Twitter, the top
10% prolific Twitter users account for over 90% of all tweets (Heil and
Piskorski 2009). A study on social media (Williams et al. 2012) reveals that 80%
of their research sample see themselves as spectators rather than active users on
social media. Without giving precise numbers, Kim (2000) suggests that in
online participation, the more active the users are (understood as regularly
replying and posting comments), the less there are of them, whilst lurkers, those
who do not post, represent the majority. Preece and Shneiderman (2009) present
the Reader-to-Leader Framework of online participation that shows that online
leaders typically contribute the largest number of comments and are the most
active, but represent the smallest number of participants, whilst the majority are
lurkers and are not active. Most research (by, e.g., Forrester Research 2010;
Isakovič and Sulčič 2011) concludes with similar classifications, with a minority
17

of “active” users and a majority of “passive” or “inactive users”, the latter often
described as “lurkers”.
So, the question is: Who or what are lurkers?

1.2

A Taxonomy of Definitions of Lurking

Many researchers describe the most common or popular online behaviour or
users engaged in mass media, web 1.0 and web 2.0 as “lurking” or “lurkers”,
respectively (I, II, VIII). Lurking is the most popular activity among online
participants, and many people spend many hours lurking (I, II). It is made
possible by technology that allows access without being visible or having to
publicly participate (Joinson 2001; Nonnecke and Preece 2003) and leaves no
obvious traces (Whittaker et al. 1998). Participants lurk due to various social and
psychological reasons (III), deciding which online resources to use (Nielsen
2010), how to use the tools, how to interact with others and what goals are to be
achieved.
The review of the research presented below (I, II, V, VIII) is based on a
clear premise: They do not represent the ignorers (III), the unplugged (Ferro and
Molinari 2010), the unconnected or those who “are out of the loop, socially and
otherwise” (Sypher and Collins 2001, 101). They are also not online trolls or
spammers and they are not non-users. Non-users are those citizens who do not
use any type of information or communication technologies due to a lack of
financial resources (Martin and Robinson 2007), poor education or lack of skills
(Livingstone 2004), emotional reasons (van Dijk 2005), because they resent
using it (Selwyn 2006) or because they simply do not want to (I, II, VIII).
Lurkers, however, do use the technology, go online, visit sites and social
platforms in addition to other activities (IV).
The analysis of the literature shows that there are many opinions,
understandings and definitions about lurking and that these definitions vary
considerably. The definitions can be categorised into four main groups, such as
“negative definitions” that see lurking as a form of abuse or misuse of
technology, as deviant or unpleasant behaviours that prevent the development of
online environments and need to be changed or kept away. A second group of
“negative definitions” describes lurkers’ inactivity in numerical terms, while a
third group defines lurking as a legitimate and socially acceptable behaviour in
online environments. Finally, a fourth group sees lurkers as “active” participants
who contribute value to various online contexts in diverse ways.
The taxonomy excludes some definitions found in the literature; for example,
research that presents a combination of definitions suggesting that the authors do
not have a clear understanding of lurking (e.g. Munzel and Kunz 2014, 57):
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“lurkers are less interested in most of the activities. Lurkers are primarily firsttime writers”).

1.2.1

Lurking as Negative Online Behaviours

The verb “to lurk” derives from slang for a method of fraud and means to lie in
wait (as in ambush), to move furtively or to sneak, to go unnoticed, to exist
unobserved or unsuspected, and synonyms are hiding, sneaking, crouching,
prowling, snooping, slinking, skulking or concealment (Free Online Dictionary
2016; Oxford Dictionaries Online 2017). These dictionary definitions probably
led to the term having a pejorative connotation in the online context, where
lurking is seen as being inappropriate online behaviour or representing the
detrimental use of technology (Butler et al. 2008). Lurkers are seen as
eavesdroppers (Webopedia n.d.), as unnecessary for communication, as an
obstruction or as cyber-tricksters “lurking the Web and luring the gullible”
(OECD 2003, 145).
The term “lurker” is often used to describe someone who observes what is
going on but does not participate (Smith and Smith 2014) or remains silent:
“… Lurker does not participate in normal forum discourse, but he’s
out there … watching, reading every message. He is usually quite harmless,
and more often than not his silence reflects a natural reticence rather than
sinister motives. If a fight breaks out he will quietly observe to avoid
revealing his position.” (Reed n.d., n.p.)
As lurkers tend to be the majority in the online environment – from 50 to
99% of the online group, depending on the research – their silence leads them to
be called the “silent majority” or the “non-public audience” in an electronic
forum (Matikainen 2015; Nonnecke and Preece 2000; Preece and Shneiderman
2009; Stegbauer and Rausch 2002), although it is known that they read the
group’s postings regularly (Online Jargon File 2017, no page ref.) or observe
others (Willis 2016). They may also be seen as those who do not interact with
other members of online communities, as bystanders, “TV zappers” or “aimless
www surfers” (Stegbauer and Rausch 2002, 263), passive (Kendal et al. 2017),
inactive, introverted, hard to involve or non-public participants.
According to Ledyard (1995), people in a wide range of settings contribute
less to the public good but consume more than their fair share of common
resources. In information-sharing environments, Ling et al. (2005) suggest that
people will exert less effort on an online collective task than on a comparable
individual task, so they describe lurkers as social loafers. Lurkers are also seen
as free-riders or free-loaders who take without reciprocating (Smith and Kollock
1999) or without contributing (Hippel 2005), someone who wants something for
nothing (Nonnecke and Preece 2000). Lurkers are thus “characterised by a
reluctance, or lack of readiness, to contribute” (Cranefield et al. 2011, 487), and
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their behaviours are deemed to be antisocial and unacceptable as these threaten
the existence of the online group and its activities (Cher Ping and Seng Chee
2001). Antin and Cheshire (2010, 128) note that some scholars see them as “the
scourge that prevents successful collective efforts” exhausting bandwidth (I, II,
VIII).

1.2.2

Lurking as
Behaviour

Negative

Online

Behaviours:

Non-posting

Lurkers are deemed as inactive or non-productive participants of online
communities (Casey and Evans 2011; Leshed 2005). Quantitative studies of
online participation look at how much participants contribute online (or not).
Lurking is associated with non-posting behaviour, but definitions regarding the
amount of online contributions vary (II). Studies define lurkers as participants
who “never” post (Nonnecke et al. 2006; Preece et al. 2004), who have not
posted in recent months (Nonnecke and Preece 2000), who post infrequently
(Ridings et al. 2006), who have not made a contribution in the first 12 months
after subscribing to a list (Stegbauer and Rausch 2002), provide one post per
week (Hara et al. 2000), contribute less than four posts (Park and Conway 2017)
or less than the average number of postings (Taylor 2002). (In comparison,
active users may be defined as those who communicate or post more than five
times per month, for example, see Haas et al. 2007).

1.2.3

Lurking as Legitimate Online Behaviour

Some argue that characterising readers as free-riders is inappropriate, that it
should be defined as a legitimate form of participation and contribution: “if
everyone chose to free-ride, Wikipedia would not exist” (Antin and Cheshire
2010, 127). As lurkers represent the largest group, ignoring, dismissing or
misunderstanding lurkers distorts how we understand online participation.
Lurking defined in positive terms shows lurkers to be valid participants, capable
of supporting others and contributing to knowledge and innovation, and, like
other online behaviours, it involves a complex set of behaviours, rationales and
activities in an online environment that is rich and diverse with many
possibilities and options (Anderson 2009; Mackness et al. 2013).
Some online groups support lurking because it helps potential new users get a
feeling for the group, the kind of people who participate in it and how it operates
(van Uden-Kraan et al. 2008). It enables new members to learn community
norms, see whether their concerns are relevant to the community, receive help as
well as support and learn vicariously by reading the experiences other
participants report (Arnold and Paulus 2010). Lurkers may work at knowing and
understanding the group, are often committed to the group, and will eventually
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know the topics, the conversations and key players of the online community well
(Soroka and Rafaela 2006), thus lurkers may even be experts in certain areas.
All users need to read before they can engage in any other activity, so lurkers
are active (reading, listening, learning) rather than ignoring the material (III).
The majority of lurkers (53.9%) choose not to post because “just
reading/browsing is enough” (Nonnecke et al. 2006, 13). Reading should not be
considered a passive activity or one to be understood as taking advantage of
others’ efforts. Muller (2012, n.p.) describes lurkers as “social readers”,
participants engaged in “social reading”, where reading is not a solitary,
unconnected, unproductive action, but a social activity that occurs in a social
context, involves and contributes to the social worlds of readers, authors and
organisations. Lurking can be defined as listening, lurkers as listeners. This is an
important role, especially for others, as “if everyone is talking, is anybody
listening?” (Goggin and Hjorth 2009, 2). In many contexts lurkers serve as
listeners, representing the audience, engagement and receptiveness that
encourages others to make public contributions (Smith and Smith 2014), and
thus this is a legitimate form of participation.
In later research, Nonnecke and Preece (2003) suggest that lurking is a
strategic and personal activity that involves a “complex set of actions, rationales
and contexts” (116), driven by the individual’s needs, goals, reasons and
personal background. The lurking activity is carried out methodologically and
strategically; it may change according to the context, and individuals can explain
the choice of method and strategy they follow.

1.2.4

Lurking as Active Online Behaviour

Lurkers may not post visible comments, but several researchers define lurkers as
active online participants and believe that their activities represent valuable
online participation and contributions.
Willett (1998) went beyond a simple differentiation between posters and
lurkers. His approach includes the notions of “active lurkers” and “passive
lurkers”, where “active lurkers” are those who make direct contact with posters
in an interactive environment or propagate information or knowledge gained
from it, whilst “passive lurkers” read for their own use only. Rafaeli, Ravid and
Soroka (2004) use Social Network Analysis to study online communities on the
assumption that both reading and posting in a forum creates a social network
where all participants, both “active” and “passive”, acquire and contribute to
social capital by accessing and providing valuable information, learning the
social norms of the relevant virtual community and getting to know the
participants. In their Social Communication Network (SCN) model, social
capital is created by all the online activities in a community, that is, online
participation that includes all participants (both active and passive) and reflects
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all the connections, relationships and participation needs. Takahashi et al. (2003)
further develop these ideas and show that lurkers also have a strong and wide
influence outside an online community. They propose a classification of lurkers
that sees them as “propagators” of information and knowledge, as “practitioners”
or users of the online content and even as an “active lurker candidate”, where the
online community affects the lurkers’ thoughts. Lurkers are seen as active
members, useful and valuable participants, able to support and contribute to
online communities and innovation.
Using similar social-network principles, other researchers, such as Gossieaux
(2010) suggest that lurkers are the “hidden asset” in online communities, and
Harquail (2010) describes them as active participants who forward content and
information from one community to another, using a variety of different
channels (e.g. telephone, in conversation, by email). Sanders (2010) proposes the
term “love cats” to describe lurkers, as they are people who share knowledge
freely and with good intent, serving others, facilitating relationship building and
adding to group learning.

1.3

Conclusion: Defining Lurkers

There is a range of definitions in the research literature on online participation
and lurking, from lurkers as “free-riders” (Smith and Kollock 1999) to “love
cats” (Sanders 2010). The definitions are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1. A Classification of Definitions of Lurking
Definitions of Lurking
Negative
Definitions I

Negative
Definitions II
(“non-posting
behaviour”)

Legitimate
Behaviour

Active Online
Behaviour

 Bystander
behaviour
(Reed, n.d.)
 Free-riders
(Smith and
Kollock 1999)
 Social loafers
(Cher Ping and
Seng Chee 2001)
 Aimless www
surfers
(Stegbauer and
Rausch 2002)
 Cybertricksters
(OECD 2003)

 Have not posted in
recent months
(Nonnecke and
Preece 2000)
 Provide 1 post per
week
(Hara et al. 2000)
 No contribution in
the first 12 months
after subscribing to
a list
(Stegbauer and
Rausch 2002)
 Contribute less than
the average number
of postings
(Taylor 2002)

 Strategic
Behaviour
(Nonnecke and
Preece 2003)
 Audience
(Soroka and
Rafaela 2006)
 Learner
(van UdenKraan et al.
2008)
 Listeners
(Crawford 2009)
 Readers
(Arnold and
Paulus 2010)

 Actors in Networks
(Rafaeli et al. 2004)
 Active Lurker
Takahashi et al.
2003)
 Hidden asset
(Gossieaux 2010)
 Love cats
(Sanders 2010)
 Sometimes an
active stance and
well-founded user
intention (Lutz and
Hoffmann 2017)
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Definitions of Lurking
Negative
Definitions I

Negative
Definitions II
(“non-posting
behaviour”)

Legitimate
Behaviour

 Non-public
(Andrews et al.
2003)
 Non-productive
participants
(Leshed 2005)
 Introverted
behaviour
(AmichaiHamburger 2005)
 Do not actively
and visibly
contribute
(Nielsen 2006)
 Non-public
audience
(Preece and
Shneiderman
2009)
 Observe others
(Willis 2016)
 “By proxy”
support
(Hanna and Gough
2016)
 Can hardly be
considered
“active”
(Papandonatos et
al. 2016)
 Free Online
Dictionary (2016),
Oxford
Dictionaries
Online 2017)
 Passive
(Kendal et al.
2017)
 Silent
(Online Jargon File
2017)

 “Never” post
(Nonnecke et al.
2006)
 Post infrequently
(Ridings et al.
2006)
 Less than four
submissions
(Park and Conway
2017)

 Social Readers
(Muller 2012)
 An active choice
(Milligan et al.
2013)
 Active observers
(Mackness et al.
2013)
 Imagined
audience
(Svensson,
forthcoming)
 Valuable and
valid
participants
(Mousavi et al.
2017)

Active Online
Behaviour

The classification of the definitions shows that there are some positive
definitions that see lurkers as engaging in a legitimate behaviour or an active
behaviour, but most of the definitions are negative. These are the (negative)
definitions used in recent or current research and focus on what lurkers are not:
not active, not public, not visible, and they do not contribute. Therefore, when
conducting research on online participation, it is important to “know your
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lurkers” (VII), that is to carefully decide upon the definition of online
participation and lurking to be used in research. Whilst some recent research
takes a more differentiated approach to “the dark side of online participation”
(Lutz and Hoffmann 2017, 1), definitions of online lurking tend to be negative
and based on relatively broad models of online participation, making it difficult
to understand who does what online and why (I, II, VIII). Studies of the internet
need to carefully consider the range of possible online behaviours and their
outcomes, rather than considering all online actions and their results to be
uniform. In addition, whilst some research may slowly be abandoning negative
definitions, the term “lurker” seems to have stuck.
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2

Implications of the Definitions of Lurking Used in
Research

The second research question “What are the implications of the definitions of
lurking used in research?” has been considered before (I). The taxonomy in
Section 2 summarises the definitions of lurking found in research, but its
analysis reveals how the choice of definitions affects research: The definition
chosen determines the research, how results are interpreted, and which solutions
are suggested or implemented (I, II, VIII).
Research results are used to develop models of online participation and to
design improvements of the internet based on their purpose (for example, create,
share and aggregate information; maintain social relationships; provide help;
solve problems). The analysis of the categories within the taxonomy of
definitions shows that the choice of definitions of lurking may lead to several
types of research conclusions:
1. Research that uses negative definitions aims to encourage or increase
online participation by changing lurkers’ behaviours (“de-lurking”) or
prohibiting their access to specific online sites or platforms (V);
2. Research that sees lurking as a legitimate behaviour suggests that
heterogeneity in online participation is the norm and to be expected, and
lurking (learning, reading, listening) is a normal and even necessary
behaviour that supports and contributes to online participation (I, II, III,
VII, IX);
3. Research that sees definitions of lurking as an active online behaviour
suggests that lurking activities are not only valuable but need to be
encouraged and supported as they have a beneficial impact across online
and offline environments and networks (I, II, IV).

2.1

Increasing Online Participation by De-Lurking

The success of the community often seems to depend on active participation in
terms of visible participation such as discussion, interaction, postings and
contributions. The number of “active” users, “active” user involvement, “active”
user participation are often seen as the main indicators (see Figure 1) of online
success, performance and profitability (Laugwitz et al. 2010; Zalmanson and
Oestreicher-Singer 2016), sometimes considered to be even more important than
profitability (Krasnova et al. 2008). Not everyone needs to contribute for an
online initiative to be successful, but several researchers suggest that online
initiatives with a large proportion of non-contributors or non-participants may
have difficulties providing the necessary services and be unable to support its
participants (van Velsen et al. 2009; Wimmer and Holler 2003). Research that
relies on a definition of lurking as a behaviour that is unsuitable, negative and
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represents an inappropriate use of the internet will focus on strategies that
increase visible online participation: “de-lurking strategies” (V).
Developing online initiatives, attracting and getting people to return to a
website poses challenges (III, IV). De-lurking strategies try to encourage visible
participation and contribution by changing participants’ online behaviours,
ensuring the appropriate use of the online infrastructure and controlling or
reducing its detrimental use (Butler et al. 2008). Such strategies may be, for
example, rewarding to those who contribute (Smith and Kollock 1999),
improving design, usability and interoperability, making participation easy and
fun (Blythe et al. 2003; Hassenzahl 2010; Nielsen 2009), managing online
interaction (Amichai-Hamburger and McKenna 2006), considering the role of
leaders and moderators (Blanchard and Markus 2004), motivating commitment
(Joyce and Kraut 2006) and dealing with controversies (Preece and Shneiderman
2009; V). Further strategies encourage people to participate online by increasing
the visibility of their and others’ contributions, through recognition, celebrating
status and reputation (Preece and Shneiderman 2009). Some researchers
emphasise that any activity and participation should be encouraged, even the
“banal use” of the internet, such as posting videos of cats (Shirky, quoted in
Garber 2010, n.p.; I, II).
Another approach is to consider the psychological dimensions of online
participation (III, IX) or political-communication theory (IV). Much can be
gained from applying psychological theories to understand online participation,
given that the internet seems to be able to support an individual’s need for
expression of individuality, satisfy the need to belong and relate to others or a
group, find groups and social roles that suit them, achieve self-expression and
self-actualisation (III, IV). Psychological and cyberpsychological approaches
continue to be used to help support, encourage, motivate and increase online
participation (Correa 2010; Joinson 2003; Laugwitz et al. 2010; Matikainen
2015; Sun et al. 2014) by reducing online lurking.

2.2

Valuable Lurking in a Heterogeneous Online Environment

Heterogeneity in online participation is to be expected (Soroka and Rafaela
2006), and it has functions as participants engage online in different ways or for
different reasons (I, II, VIII). The process of digital inclusion is not yet
concluded (see Figure 1): It is estimated that in 2020, 60% of the world’s
population will be able to access the internet (ITU 2016). But more online access
will not necesarrily lead to homogenous online behaviours: Some voices will be
more dominant, some marginalised (Beck 2002); a great part chooses to lurk,
and some might never be seen. Several definitions consider lurkers as engaging
in a legitimate and valuable form of online participation that ensures the
functioning of online environments (V, VII).
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Some scholars suggest that lurkers not only contribute less, but that they also
receive fewer or unclear benefits from their participation (Amichai-Hamburger
2005; Hanna and Gough 2016; Taylor 2002). Yet lurkers do derive value in
different ways from their activities, are satisfied with their online experiences
and the benefits they gain; otherwise, they would not engage in lurking (Merry
and Anoush 2012). They derive value and benefits in many ways (II); Katz
(1998, n.p.), for example, notes that lurkers “cruise from site to site in peaceful
anonymity, picking up perspective, information and insight” and use this
information for their own personal or organisational activities. People lurk
because it is an activity they enjoy or because they are learning, reading,
listening, sharing, forwarding or engaging in some other way. Vicarious learning
is important, it represents a positive activity and a powerful way of acquiring
knowledge and guiding future behaviour (Bandura 1986). Other benefits are
interest, and, by using social networks, lurkers gain personal and social benefits
by visiting other members’ profiles and reading others’ personal information.
Lurkers scan for information that is important, inspiring, useful; they follow up
on ideas they find, draw attention to broken links, seek advice and opinions,
communicate with others using alternative channels such as email or Skype.
At the same time, lurkers are not depriving other contributors of resources or
depleting the community, rather, their behaviours can help maintain the
community’s infrastructure and promote it. It can be an acceptable and even
beneficial behaviour supported by online sites so that newcomers and potential
participants learn the norms of the group and get a feeling of how the group
operates (Butler et al. 2008; van Uden-Kraan et al. 2008). Lurking may even be
desirable for very busy groups: If all users were to participate and contribute
visibly, it could cause repetition of queries and an overload of postings (Soroka
et al. 2003). By avoiding posting – in busy communities, participants may not
want to add to a cluttered and confusing interface – lurkers are being helpful and
altruistic (Haythornthwaite 2009). Wallace (2011) states that even without
contributing, they provide value by encouraging their peers to join,
understanding and discussing the issues, pushing community administrators to
deliver content that may increase engagement and participation. Their diverse
activities may even be necessary for enabling communication, by paying
attention as listeners, being the indicator of the value and reliability of a text or
providing information that helps complete a task (Antin and Cheshire 2010) or
being the justification and target for online activities (Crawford 2009; Soroka
and Rafaela 2006). Mousavi, Roper and Keeling (2017) suggest that lurkers are
not only valuable participants but valid participants, too.

2.3

Encouraging Active Lurking

Online users lurk in information or collaborative online environments, and some
researchers consider this to be an active behaviour (I, II, VIII) that contributes
value to the online context in different ways (V, VII) and is an activity that
needs to be encouraged (IV).
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Takahashi et al.’s (2003) definition (Section 1.2.4) is of particular importance
here. The online environment has become more complex since they conducted
their work, offering yet more opportunities for involvement, collaboration and
information-sharing, but their work was pivotal in showing the different roles
online lurkers have, how central they are to increasing the value, social capital
and impact of a community beyond its members and boundaries. Lurkers are the
indirect contributors of the online community’s influence beyond its boundaries;
they are the ties and connections in networks and communities, and thus they
can represent a source of ideas, information, innovation and collaboration. The
lurker is not a non-user, a passive reader, a failure or a free rider but a positive
and active participant with an active role (IV). Takahashi et al.’s (2003) research
concludes that a clearer understanding of participation and lurking within online
networks allows lurkers to occupy a more critical position as a resource for a
community or network.
Lurkers need to be encouraged to engage in activities they like, as they can
act as community advocates, have access to critical information that can help
save time and take better decisions, learning and saving information for their job
or personal life (Ogneva 2011), they share content and influence others using
online and offline channels and networks (IV, VII, IX). Other researchers have
also used the definition of the lurker as an active participant, propagating
knowledge gained from one community or organisation to another or continuing
the conversation elsewhere. Lurkers’ activities make content available beyond
the members of a mailing list or social network, transfer knowledge between
online groups, identify context-specific knowledge needs and opportunities,
promote new ideas, facilitate knowledge and content uptake, translate,
recombine and adapt knowledge to make sure it fits the new context (Cranefield
et al. 2011). Lurkers cross boundaries, broker knowledge and connect social
spaces online and offline that would otherwise be separated from each other.

2.4

Conclusion: Implications for Research

There is research that includes lurkers without defining them (e.g. Czerkawski
2016), but most research either uses previously established definitions or
develops new ones. What are the implications of the different definitions of
lurking for research? First, the definitions determine whether lurking is to be
viewed as a positive or negative behaviour and the value attributed to their
activities and behaviours. Second, the definition chosen for research affects how
the research is conducted, and how results are understood and implemented in
the development of online environments. Table 2 summarises the implications
the categories of definitions of lurking have on the strategies to help develop the
internet and the aims of these strategies.
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Table 2. Implications of the Definitions of Lurking Used in Research

Negative
Definitions I

Lurking
Categories of Definitions of Lurking in Research
Negative
Legitimate
Active Online
Definitions II
Behaviour
Behaviour
(“non-posting
behaviour”)

Implications of the Use of Definitions of Lurking
Strategy to Help Develop the Internet
De-lurking strategies De-lurking strategies Heterogeneity in
Encourage lurking
online participation is
to be expected
To increase active
participation and
turn lurkers into
posters

Aim of the Strategy
To increase active
Lurking is a normal
participation and turn and necessary
lurkers into posters
behaviour

Lurking has a beneficial
impact on and across
online and offline
environments as well as
networks

Counting the number of visible postings and contributions will not
adequately describe what is happening in the online environment; numerical
evaluations may even misrepresent the online environment. Given the premise
“that everyone is likely to lurk at least some of the time and frequently most of
the time” (Nonnecke and Preece 2000, quoted in Nonnecke and Preece 2003,
112), it is hard to evaluate online participation by counting visible postings or
outcomes: It leads to a model of online participation seen as a dichotomy
between those who participate and those who do not (and those who do not are
assumed to be free-riders), a view that is too simplistic. This dichotomy has
encouraged the notion that lurkers do not participate, are not “active” members;
they do not contribute and are not as valuable as those who contribute visible
content. Whilst public posting represents one way of communicating and one
way in which the community may benefit, it is not the only way – online
participation has many meanings and manifestations, and its outcomes are
complex (Leshed 2005; Lutz and Hoffmann 2017). Definitions of online
participation need to go beyond lurker/poster, active/passive as they cross
between online/offline, public/private, formal/informal divisions. Suggesting
that the majority of users, lurkers, are in a “fixed behaviour pattern” (Stegbauer
and Rausch 2002, 267) places online participants into absolute, either/or
categories and misinterprets what it means to be participating online. Ignoring or
dismissing lurkers distorts how we understand online life as well as leading to
mistakes in the way sites and policies for online participation are organised and
designed.
Should the aim always be to increase online participation (V)? Society
increasingly expects that everybody should be using online tools, but people will
always have diverse ways of engaging online, deciding how and with whom to
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engage and when to switch off and be unavailable, unhearing and unheard.
Research on online technology has focused on ensuring users have an (online)
voice and so has focused on the extent that technologies are used so that
individuals can express themselves freely in cyberspace (Crawford 2009).
Crawford suggests that too much emphasis has been placed on ensuring that
individuals express themselves freely when they are online, and that freedom of
expression seems to only rely on visible postings, yet lurkers’ roles and activities
such as reading, listening or being the audience may certainly represent a
legitimate and active form of online participation, contribution, co-operation and
collaboration. Online participation extends rather than replaces face-to-face
communication (Haythornthwaite 2005), so offline and online networks depend
on lurkers as “ties” to connect subgroups, resources, information, opportunities,
ideas, social spaces and networks.
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3

The Impact of Lurking on E-participation

This section answers the research question “How does online lurking impact eparticipation?” In research on e-participation, most of the research has concluded
that lurking is a reason for low levels of e-participation.
To answer the research question, it is necessary to briefly address the specific
context, as e-participation does not refer to participation in online communities
in general (III) but represents both an instance of online participation and digital
democracy. Research and evaluations of e-participation initiatives often focus on
visible contributions (“active participation”) as valuable and reflecting citizen
engagement (III, V, VII,). Lurking, on the other hand, has been defined as
passive or non-participation, and research often concludes that it is the cause of
low levels of e-participation. Research thus uses and relies on models of online
participation that define lurking as a behaviour that is negative, unproductive
and needs to be changed. Results from research based on these negative
definitions will often be used to develop de-lurking strategies that aim to reduce
lurking and increase visible online participation (V). But the use of a different
definition of lurking can show that lurking contributes to achieving the aims of
e-participation (IV, IX). On the basis of an analysis of e-petitions (IX) and a
case study analysis of an Austrian e-participation initiative that uses Takahashi
et al.’s (2003) definition of lurking that sees lurkers as active, it is possible to
conclude that lurkers can have an impact on an e-participation initiative and help
achieve the aims of e-participation (IV).

3.1

E-participation

Public participation includes citizen activities such as voting in elections,
working in campaigns, participating in community affairs, contacting public
officials, making donations, or attending political meetings. E-participation,
instead, represents the use of ICT by several stakeholders, such as governments,
elected officials, media, political parties, interest groups, civil-society
organisations, international governmental organisations, citizens and voters
within the political processes of local and global communities, states, regions or
nations; as well as being considered part of (the larger) e-democracy (Clift
2003). The internet has been given an important role in shaping new and
different opportunities for political engagement, enabling government agencies
to restructure their interactions with citizens and to include citizens’ perspectives
in the development of policies and public services (Fountain 2001; Archmann
2010; IV, VII, IX). Innovative online technologies are to provide new
opportunities for political engagement and decision-making, facilitating and
enabling contact among individuals and with governments, public
administrations and politicians. Online communication tools promise
interactivity and “coproduction on an unprecedented scale” (Linders 2012, 446;
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III, IV, VII), and Skype, chatting, voice-over-IP-communication, file sharing,
email, online discussions, file repositories, blogging, Facebook and Twitter have
found their way into administrative and decision-making processes. Both
governments and citizens are to benefit from it: For citizens, the benefits are
awareness, acceptance and commitment to policies, whilst for governments, it is
an increase in decision-making quality and legitimacy (IX). The overarching
aims of e-participation are often described as (Macintosh 2004):
1. Reaching a wider audience and enable broader participation;
2. Supporting participation through a range of technologies that cater to the
diverse technical and communicative skills of citizens;
3. Providing relevant information in a format that is both more accessible
and more understandable to the target audience and enable more
informed contributions; and
4. Engaging with a wider audience and enabling deeper contributions and
supporting deliberative debate.
E-participation initiatives focus on raising the public’s interest for politics
and achieving deliberation, engagement, voting (Charalabidis et al. 2009;
Parycek and Edelmann 2009; Toots et al. 2016; Vinkel and Krimmer 2017). But
there are often several more aims, such as fostering the desire to vote (Linders
2012; Mossberger et al. 2008), raising the public’s interest for citizenship,
strengthening citizenship (Avdic et al. 2007; Panopoulou et al. 2009), achieving
egalitarian citizenship, deepening democracy (Flew 2007) and positive social
change (Surman and Reilly 2003), increasing social-capital-building activities
(Kavanaugh and Patterson 2001) and empowering civil society (Maier and
Reimer 2010). E-participation is used as an indicator of governance challenge
rather than a means to an end only (Andersen et al. 2007), to modernise
government service delivery, increase government efficacy and quality of the
services (Levy 1997; Castells 2003; Mossberger et al. 2008) but may also be a
way of reducing transaction and coordination costs (Smith and Dalakiouridou
2009). Governments and public administrations have also realised that they need
to assess citizens’ needs, expertise, professional skills to develop adequate
policies, content, solutions and find answers (Fountain 2001; Surowiecki 2004;
Huijboom et al. 2010). Schuler (2010) describes this as the possibility for
government to access society’s “civic intelligence” (1), that is, the citizens’
capacity to (help) find innovative solutions to the problems society faces and
that governments seem unable to resolve. As can be seen in Figure 3, eparticipation initiatives are found all over the world (IV).
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Figure 3: Mapping Participatory Innovations (April 2017). Reprinted with
permission: Project EMPATIA3.

Given ongoing concerns about the democratic deficit, issues of public trust
and citizenship, there is staunch government support for e-participation
initiatives. In Europe, for example, the European Commission encourages the
Member States to experiment with innovative e-participation schemes and tools
to increase participation in democratic processes (IV). Several onlineparticipation opportunities and initiatives have been funded and organised by
governments (III) on the assumption that “citizens are enthusiastic about getting
involved, especially if it is made quick and easy with user-friendly tools”
(European Commission 2009, 3) (VII). E-participation is supported or initiated
by governments (“top-down”), for example, e-petitions in the UK4 (IX), online
participation platforms and apps in Austria5, the USA6 or Brazil (Peixoto 2009)
and Estonia7. Political figures from all over the world use social-media tools so
that they and their activities can be followed and supporters can provide direct
feedback, comment or approve them (e.g. by “liking” on Facebook), as seen in
Figure 4.

www.empatia-project.eu (last accessed 14 April 2017).
http://epetitions.direct.gov.uk/ (last accessed 14 April 2017).
5 https://www.digitaleagenda.wien/; https://www.wien.gv.at/sagswien/ (last accessed 14
April 2017).
6
www.whitehouse.gov/OpenForQuestions; www.peertopatent.org;
http://www.cityofvallejo.net/cms/One.aspx?portalId=13506&pageId=7492168 (all last
accessed 14 April 2017).
7 https://e-estonia.com/component/i-voting/ (last accessed 14 April 2017).
3

4
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Figure 4: Sebastian Kurz (Austrian Foreign Minister):
Public Facebook Page, currently 488,519 “likes” as of April
20178.

Citizens also use platforms, tools, social media and networks to engage in
strategic political and societal behaviour, to participate and contribute (Mullany
2011). Different civil-society groups use e-participation initiatives (“bottomup”) to increase their societal involvement and impact, campaigning and
engaging in political online protest and dialogue (Schuler 2016), coordinating
action or participating in a “smart mob” (where people use online and mobile
networks to assemble suddenly in a public space, perform an unusual act for a
brief time, then disperse, see Rheingold (2002), lobbying, or even engaging in
more extreme activities such as “hacktivism” and “cyberterrorism” (Denning
2001, 70; IV, VII, IX). E-participation initiatives can be organised to petition,
report and discuss public civic issues9, to gain an overview of government
activities10 or as a response to political events, e.g. in Tunisia and Egypt11, Hong
Kong12, Austria13 or Hungary14.

3.2

E-participation Research and Evaluation

E-participation is viewed as a relationship or a partnership between government
and citizens, where citizens actively engage in the process and content of policySource: www.facebook.com/sebastiankurz.at (last accessed 14 April 2017).
www.fixmystreet.com; in the UK, or www.maerker.brandenburg.de in Germany,
www.townhallapp.io, https://www.foe.co.uk/page/bee-cause (all last accessed 14 April
2017).
10
www.fedspending.org, www.theyworkforyou.com, www.whatdotheyknow.com (all
last accessed 14 April 2017).
11 #Protest; #Gaza (both last accessed 14 April 2017).
12
#UmbrellaRevolution (last accessed 14 April 2017).
13 http://unibrennt.at/ (last accessed 14 April 2017).
14 http://www.reuters.com/article/us-hungary-soros-protest-idUSKBN17B0RM (last
accessed 14 April 2017).
8
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making (Macintosh 2004). Citizens are to be active actors, contributors and cocreators in participation processes and the development of innovative public
services (Chadwick 2006). The focus of these e-participation initiatives is on
achieving “active” citizens and “active” participation or engagement, where
“active” is associated with visible behaviours and contributions rather than any
lurking behaviours (V).
E-participation projects are considered successful if they are able to reach a
few thousand users. Research on e-participation (III, IV, IX) emphasises the
mobilising power of the internet but often concludes that levels of activity in eparticipation are low (V). Evaluations based on the number of contributions
provide several explanations for low levels of e-participation (V, VII). One
reason is the complexity of e-participation. It has many aims: The policy-making
process requires several stages, levels of engagement and behaviours and
involves many stakeholders and tools (IV, VII). Figure 5 below shows the four
stages of e-participation, defined as information, consultation, co-operation, codetermination.

Figure 5: A Model of E-participation: Four Stages of E-participation
(Parycek and Edelmann 2009).

Information is seen as providing the basis on which further participation
possibilities evolve, and transparency (possible through the use of ICTs) as
indispensable for taking informed decisions, citizen engagement and new forms
of public-private partnerships. With consultation, the involved parties (citizens,
companies, NPOs) can express their opinion and provide answers to the
questions posed, make proposals or official statements on submitted drafts.
Communication flows between the public, representatives in legislation (MPs)
and/or the stakeholders in public administration, but the extent of civil society’s
influence on the decision can differ considerably. At the level of co-operation,
the state and civil society allow participants to have their say. Achieving a high
impact in e-participation requires intense, electronically supported
communication between all stakeholders and the people responsible for planning
and the public. E-participation may result in co-determination, when citizens
take a decision.
Low levels of participation may be a response to the assumption that “if you
build they will come” (Mayer-Schönberger 2009, 7). Technologies and methods
are developed without knowing which stakeholders are to be involved, what
their needs may be and how to generate value for the stakeholders (VII).
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Dalakiouridou et al. (2008) note that although initiatives and measures seem to
provide citizens with more opportunities to be informed, e-participation seems to
be a one-way information flow rather than a genuine two-way engagement or
collaboration, so citizens still feel scarcely able to shape their future and do not
engage. Verdegem and Verleye (2009) note the lack of skills inside public
administrations to work with e-participation processes as well as a digital and
cultural divide concerning the use of e-government and e-participation services.
Variance may be due to participants’ political interests, educational levels and
technological skills (Ferro and Molinari 2010), or, as suggested by Maier and
Reimer (2010), other barriers can be the participants’ lack of motivations, lack
of shared interests, lack of feedback to their contributions, unclear roles and lack
of political support for the outcomes of an initiative.
These evaluations focus on numerical assessments, that is, the number of
postings or the number of active participants, where “active” is understood as
“visible” content or posts. This “active” online participation is valued more than
other forms of online participation. Lutz and Hoffmann (2017) even see a
positivity bias, suggesting that political research and literature often view active
participation only as beneficial to the quality and legitimacy of political
decision-making. In the context of e-participation, lurkers are only considered
the non-participants or passive participants, who do not contribute and are not
engaged. Therefore, the focus of research and the results gained are used to
develop de-lurking strategies, that is finding ways to encourage visible
participation and contribution rather than considering the impact the role of
lurkers and the activities they engage in may have on e-participation.

3.3

De-Lurking Strategies in E-participation: Changing Online
Behaviours

Governments and countries around the world are adopting strategies to better use
technologies and to achieve objectives such as more engaged citizen
participation, greater efficiency, deeper transparency and higher service quality.
The use of e-participation leads to material consequences, such as the
introduction of technology into public organisations, restructuring resources and
responsibilities, and requires online behaviours and participation activities, such
as contribution, crowdsourcing, citizen sourcing, citizen coproduction or
collective action (VII).
Although it is known that many different types of online behaviours are
possible and necessary, the focus of most e-participation initiatives and their
evaluations has been on visible participants and content (e.g. Aichholzer et al.
2016) rather than on lurkers. E-participation research is often based on models of
online participation that defines lurkers as non-participants or where
participants’ “civic involvement” is described in categories such as “inactive”,
“passive”, “active” and “super-active” (Nam 2012, 92). Krabina (2016) takes a
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more detailed view of activities in e-participation (from “unawareness” to
“impact participation” in eight steps, 77) but regards passive participation as
non-participation, whilst “active participation” represents “taking deliberate
action” (78). Whilst this model is a more refined model of online participation in
e-participation, it, nonetheless, still does not consider the impact lurkers’ roles,
activities and behaviours may have on e-participation.
These evaluations inform the development of e-participation or strategies for
increasing active (visible) participation, for example, by increasing transparency
and making more public information about government policy and practice
available online (Osimo 2008; Coleman and Blumler 2009; Huijboom et al.
2010); and by providing open data sets, online tools and spaces for the
discussion of public issues in a convenient and accessible way (V, VII, see also
Edelmann et al. 2008). Social media are used to help discover and attract
members, exchange information, make decisions, make individual contributions
and show support for individual political figures. Other strategies are the
provision of single-site platforms for multiple e-participation initiatives
(Schossboeck et al. 2016) to promote the visibility of the initiative (Ciciora
2010), as well as the usability and interoperability of the tools (Scherer et al.
2011; Wimmer and Holler 2003). Others focus on making e-participation fun,
dealing with controversies, rewarding contribution with social recognition,
rating and reputation (VI), requiring minimum levels of contributions in order to
be considered a member or making the fulfilment of tasks more manageable and
chunked into bite-size pieces (Tapscott et al. 2007). Some strategies for delurking encourage seeing participants as equal stakeholders and focus on local,
municipal or regional topics rather than larger national or international issues as
well as delivering the promises made (VI) or even brokering discussions
between the stakeholders (Ruston McAleer et al. 2016). Additional suggestions
that have been made to increase visible participation are emphasising the
benefits of e-participation, improving the quality, accessibility and exchange of
information, as well as ensuring the accountability, transparency of the eparticipation process with designated and responsible leadership (VI). These
strategies are intended to encourage citizens’ visible participative online
behaviours, such as posting and responding to messages, organising and being
involved in discussion, contributing knowledge and content (Cornwall and
Coelho 2007).
These strategies undoubtedly help improve and develop e-participation
initiatives, but will more citizens be “active” and contribute more visible
content? De-lurking strategies may not catch the “ignorers’” interest and may
not necessarily result in the desired behaviours, better or more e-participation
(III, V, X), particularly when participants try to attract attention or interaction by
being more outrageous than others. De-lurking may result in political
engagement that leads to division and isolation, where each participant sits
alone, staring at the monitor, so that “participation in political life takes place in
a detached and lonely room” (Ostling 2010, 3), or to the fragmentation of
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citizens into self-interested groups and echo chambers, spaces where people look
for those with whom they agree so as to reinforce their own opinion and reiterate
what their friends say (Sunstein 2006; Boyd 2008; Weinberger 2008).
Whilst it is unrealistic to assume that universal participation can be achieved,
and achieving the participation of 1% of citizens in any e-participation initiative
would generally be considered a stunning success (III), the use of positive
definitions of lurking may raise the number of citizens interested in political
issues (in comparison to the “ignorers”; III) and their activities may be seen as
affecting the success of e-participation.

3.4

Lurking in E-participation

Ideally, e-participation should be a space for democratic citizenship, a space for
interaction between citizens, government officials and elected representatives,
with meaningful impact(s) on political outcomes, legitimating and improving
decision-makers’ actions (Pisano and Verganti 2008; Coleman and Blumler
2009). Achieving the aims of e-participation (see Section 3.1) can require:
1. The display of information that provides valuable data and information to
citizens;
2. The provision of online services and tools for interaction with citizens so
that they can discuss and share ideas and solutions;
3. The provision of multiple channels for participation so that citizens can
exchange data and knowledge, add value and information quality to
services and be of value for both citizens and organisations alike;
4. The provision of opportunities for collaboration based on a relationship
that produces trust (Sandoval-Almazan and Gil-Garcia 2012).
The internet enables government agencies to restructure their interactions
with citizens (VII, IX), and e-participation serves as an instrument to facilitate
contact points, increase the exchange of data and facilitate more frequent contact
(Andersen et al. 2007), but e-participation is also about achieving value by
engaging in online activities that all participants (and this includes lurkers) like.
“Successful e-participation initiatives depend on the successful mobilisation of
citizens” (IV, 44), and mobilisation should encourage all participants and lurkers
to participate in the ways they like, using different tools or channels, engaging in
diverse roles or behaviours. In e-participation, like online participation in
general, many different online activities are possible, some of them are activities
that lurkers like or prefer to engage in: taking an interest, learning, reading,
networking, linking and hyperlinking, sharing and making information and
content available to others in other social spaces that can be online or offline
(IV, X). Visible online participation is not the only way to fulfil the aims of eparticipation and to make it successful – online lurking can contribute to the
aims and success of e-participation too (IV, VII).
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Lurking has only been considered marginally in e-participation, and even
then, only with the aim to encourage t to engage in visible participation. Given
that a substantial proportion of the participants in e-participation initiatives seem
to prefer to lurk rather than visibly participate (IV, V, IX), models and
definitions of online participation must be more refined and reflect all the users
involved, not just those who engage in visible online behaviour, to see how they
connect and contribute at local, organisational and national levels. A range of
lurking behaviours (reading, using, sharing, learning) can impact e-participation,
but the initiatives and policies need to be evaluated accordingly (III, IV, VII).
Lurkers can be defined in several ways (Section 1) (I, II, VIII), and evaluations
need to consider that a definition that views lurkers’ activities as active, valuable
and as contributing to social capital, e.g. as defined by Takahashi et al. (2003),
can show that e-participation reaches and engages more citizens, has more
impact and achieves the aims set (Section 3.1) to a greater extent than assumed
(IV, VI, X).
Several factors are important for e-participation to be successful, and the
analysis of e-petitions (X) and the case study of an e-participation initiative (IV)
reveal that two factors are particularly important: the internet infrastructure itself
and encouraging lurkers to participate in those activities they like. The analysis
of e-petitions shows how lurkers’ actions such as reading or other activities that
do not rely on visible participation can be seen as contributing to the aims of eparticipation (X). The case study (IV) reveals that e-participation relies on the
mobilisation of lurkers and that an evaluation needs to include lurkers and
consider the definition of lurkers to be used.

3.4.1

E-petitions: Lurking as a Legitimate Behaviour

Lurkers’ contribution can be seen with e-petitions (III, IX). It has been argued
that e-petitions can be a device to transform established representative
democracies into more participatory democracies (Lindner and Riehm 2008).
Petitioning is seen as a mechanism for making democratic inputs, where the
participation activities are directed towards influencing the decisions of elected
representatives. Previous studies of e-petitioning focus on the technical and
institutional perspectives, and, for these reasons, it is useful and important to
understand the factors influencing the decisions made by individuals (or groups)
about whether to participate in the political system by initiating, signing or
observing a petition. Therefore, there is a need to understand and model the
citizen’s decision-making process around the use of e-petitioning systems.
Several psychological approaches can help understand such processes (III, IX).
Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) broadens the analysis by focusing on
perceived outcomes and the concept of self-efficacy – defined as beliefs about
one’s ability to perform a specific behaviour. Unlike efficacy, which is the
power to produce an effect (in essence, competence), self-efficacy is the belief
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(whether accurate or not) that one has the power to produce that effect.
Expectations of positive outcomes of behaviour are meaningless if we doubt our
capacity to successfully execute the behaviour at all; conversely, previous bad
experiences can create a self-reinforcing cycle of expectations of negative
outcomes. This could provide a model for understanding why citizens choose to
sign a petition or remain an observer. Clear parallels have been drawn between
Computer Self Efficacy (CSE) and Political Self Efficacy (PSE) (Caprara et al.
2009): Where CSE is concerned with the self-perception of the ability to
produce an intended result with computer-based systems, PSE is concerned with
citizens’ perceptions of their own ability to bring about intended results in
dealing with politics and public authorities.
The concept of prosocial behaviour can also help in understanding the actions
and motivations of individuals in the online context. Prosocial behaviour is
defined as behaviour that is voluntary, intentional and has benefits for another
person (Eisenberg and Miller 1987) and can include donating money, computer
power, software and documentation, time and attention, information and
emotional support. Different groups may use different technologies depending
on the context and the subject being discussed, as is the case with signing an epetition, often associated with an offline group activity such as a local issuebased campaign. Individuals participate for altruistic or conformist reasons, to
boost their self-esteem (McLureWasko and Faraj 2000), self-enhancement
(Allport 1937) and self-efficacy. All behaviour is motivated in some way, and
individuals will engage in a particular behaviour in order to achieve a desired
end (Atkinson and Birch 1970). Different motives and goals may underlie the
same surface behaviour, and the social and psychological consequences of
participation may be different for different users (i.e. some participate to gain
information or support, others to communicate), so the motivations and goals for
using the online resources will determine how they will be used.
E-petitions have gained success in some countries (such as the UK and
Germany) as a simple yet effective e-participation tool which provides a first
step for those who want to interact with and influence democratically-elected
assemblies, from their Local Council to the European Parliament. Internet-based
e-petition systems have already been introduced in some EU member states both
at national and, increasingly, local levels in order to make it easier to gather
signatures from a wider audience and ensure participation without requiring
visible commenting or contribution, so lurkers’ participation activities (reading
and signing the petition, or forwarding it to others) can exert an influence.
Lurking should not be defined or seen as a negative form of behaviour:
Lurking needs to be understood as a valuable and legitimate behaviour, as it
implies a positive choice to pay attention to what is happening in a community.
E-participation needs to move beyond the lurkers and to focus on the even larger
group of “ignorers” (III) as well as to try to bring these citizens to take an
interest in the democratic decision-making process.
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3.4.2

Case Study “unibrennt”: Lurking as an Active Online
Behaviour

Case studies are an important method of study as they provide an in-depth study
of contemporary phenomena using multiple sources of evidence from the reallife context (Yin 1994). The Austrian e-participation initiative “unibrennt” (IV)
was analysed using a case study methodology that also included the role of the
lurkers and was based on a definition of lurkers that sees them as active
participants (Takahashi et al. 2003).
The unibrennt movement started in October 2009 with the occupation of the
University of Vienna’s main auditorium (Audimax) and lasted for about three
months, provoking an extensive media echo nationally and internationally. The
initiative managed to be present in the Austrian media well past the time of the
occupation, as projects and events continue to be announced on the initiative’s
website. On 29 October 2010, a documentary film was released, and further
actions to celebrate the occupation’s anniversary have been organised since.15
The bottom-up e-participation initiative was rewarded with the “Award of
Distinction” of the Ars Electronica festival in the category “digital communities”
in 2010. At the beginning, a rhetoric of enthusiasm was observed and some even
proclaimed a modern revolution which would transform the world. Participants’
aims were the (re-)democratisation of universities, anti-discrimination policies in
all educational institutions and less economisation of education. The significant
trigger of the initiative was a perceived threat to education (e.g. knock-out
exams, inflexible curricula, less freedom of choice due to the Bologna process).
However, after the difficult “Bildungsdialog” (a dialogue between Austria’s
political representatives and student delegates) held on 25 November 2009 and
the promise that financial aid in the form of 34 million Euro would be fasttracked, the auditorium was cleared by the authorities after 60 days of
occupation (two days before Christmas).
The internet itself, serving as infrastructure, was a crucial factor in this eparticipation initiative, as it strengthened the interrelationship between offline
and online activities. The case study shows that the internet and online social
media were not used solely for online communication and mobilisation but also
for combining these activities with offline actions. Between 23 October 2009
and 31 December 2009 (midnight) 95,743 tweet messages were sent from 8,898
different Twitter accounts referring to the terms “unibrennt” or “unsereuni”
(most of the time as hashtags) (Herwig et al. 2010). “Unibrennt” was clearly
more accepted than “unsereuni” with 74,144 entries against 47,911, and 30% of
the Twitter accounts provided 80% of the network’s content. Twitter streams
and all real-time communication (e.g. a blog parade listing all blog articles) were
integrated into the main website www.unsereuni.at – “Our Uni” – which is still
E.g. 2014 saw the celebration of 5 years of unibrennt (see http://unibrennt.at/; last
accessed 14 April 2017).
15
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active and serves as infrastructure for organising protests, listing events and
discussion. The interactive website, sometimes visited by 10,000 users per day,
together with fast communication provided by online social networks, helped the
initiative to be present and bundle competences. The news media referred to the
student protest as “student protests 2.0”16, that “the revolution is Twittered”17
and used other similar slogans, but offline and online activities were clearly
interrelated. During the occupations, online social media were not used solely
for online communication and mobilisation, but also for combining these
activities with offline actions: Twitter, Wikis and livestreams mobilised
participants who were outside the online community, and participants could join
in and solidarise from their private homes during an online demonstration;
minutes, documents, information sheets and press articles were distributed
online and collaboratively edited. In combination with Facebook, personal
networks were used to spread information, create solidarity among the students,
identify with and engage in the protest. All social networks undisputedly played
a vital role, and the e-participation initiative managed to build a highly
participative infrastructure that could be recognised all over the web.
E-participation needs to be based on a radically transparent flow of
information and low entry barriers for new members. In the context of this eparticipation initiative, most users were encouraged to actively use the new
online tools and networks for political activities for the first time, in whatever
way they wanted, as readers, contributors or collaborators (IV). Participants
joining the bottom-up initiative were not necessarily web 2.0 users or experts,
but they were encouraged to try the new online infrastructure. Using Takahashi
et al.’s (2003) definition of “active lurkers”, lurkers’ online activities and the
value they contributed could be assessed. Twitter is an open network, and
lurkers may be those who do not own an account and just read others’ messages.
They might, however, tell other people about what they have found out or know,
in offline or in other online networks. Likewise, they could also own an account
for a while without immediately sending their own tweets. The threshold to
participate (e.g., by “retweeting” a message) is then very low, and the structure
of microblogging systems promotes this low effort. Besides Twitter and
Facebook, other social media channels like YouTube or ustream.tv were used
and integrated into the interactive main website. By integrating different media
in the main website, the joint impact of these media in mobilising students and
other people solidarising with the initiative was centrally collected. The live
stream was particularly important to invalidate the articles produced by
traditional mass media that claimed that the participants’ main reason for
participation was to party. On the other hand, this makes it difficult to analyse
the different tools in relation to one another as multi-media channels were
deployed simultaneously. The traditional mass media’s interest in the initiative

16 http://derstandard.at/1256743585736/Studentenproteste-20-The-revolution-is-twittered
(last accessed 14 April 2017).
17 Ibid.
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may even have encouraged the influence of social-media channels by addressing
the role and use of social media for the initiative.
The technical tools, such as live streams and online demonstrations,
promoted reciprocal exchange and created bonds with those who could not
participate on site. Feedback could be accessed via other channels and feedback
systems, where participants integrated questions asked via social networks into
the public debate. The communication opportunities added to the participants’
commitment and a broader and more sustainable dialogue. Mobilisation was
promoted, as users considered their activities and contributions to be important
to the group’s performance. As users brought up their own ideas and suggestions
or engaged in other contributive, collaborative or participative activites, they
gained more responsibility and assumed an unspoken obligation towards the
group.
The unibrennt initiative enabled a lot of participants to identify with the
movement, and a broad range of goals was formulated independently from
political orientation. Participants were well educated (and therefore more likely
to be interested in politics) and had the necessary internet skills and capabilities,
but nonetheless, students’ political views within the movement were very
heterogonous, sometimes even following contradictory sub-goals. Subsequent
solidarity by outside organisations (e.g. kindergarten teachers), public media18
and politicians resulted in a high number of diverse participants, who were also
involved in the initiative. With the many technical options available to take
content from the initiative and pass it along to other channels, the movement
encouraged active lurkers; for example, as propagators of the brand unibrennt or
to share the information regarding the initiative to other online and offline social
spaces or networks. This transformation was expressed by the students as they
stated that many of them had not used web 2.0 options to forward information to
others before.
The case-study analysis evaluated the e-participation initiative including
lurkers’ activities as part of the assessment and using a definition of lurking as
an active online behaviour. The analysis concludes that lurkers played a crucial
role and that mobilising them to engage in activities they liked represented a
crucial factor in the success of the initiative. Table 3 shows how the unibrennt
initiative, based on a definition of lurkers as active participants, was able to
achieve the aims of e-participation (e.g. as defined by Macintosh (2004), using
the means suggested by Sandoval-Almazan and Gil-Garcia (2012).

E.g. the newspaper Der Standard (see http://derstandard.at/; last accessed 14 April
2017).

18
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Table 3. Unibrennt Initiative: Achieving the Aims of E-participation
Aims
(Macintosh 2004)

How to Achieve the Aims
of E-participation
(Sandoval-Almazan and GilGarcia 2012)

“unibrennt”
E-participation
Initiative


1. To reach a wider
audience and enable
broader participation;




2. To support participation
through a range of
technologies that cater to
the diverse technical and
communicative skills of
citizens;

3. To provide relevant
information in a format
that is both more
accessible and more
understandable to the
target audience and enable
more informed
contributions;

The provision of online
services and tools for
interaction with citizens so
that they can discuss and
share ideas and solutions;
The provision of multiple
channels for participation so
that citizens can exchange
data and knowledge, add
value and information
quality to services, and be of
value for both citizens and
organisations alike;
The display of information
that provides valuable data
and information to citizen;
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Encourage
participants to
participate in
diverse ways and
engage in activities
they like;
Mobilise lurkers to
engage in those
behaviours they
like;
Interrelationship
between offline and
online activities;
Website
www.unsereuni.at;
Twitter #unibrennt;
Facebook;
Demonstrations;
Livestreams;
YouTube;
ustream.tv;
Personal online
networks;

Minutes,
documents,
information sheets
and press articles
distributed online
and collaboratively
edited;
Transparent flow of
information;

Aims
(Macintosh 2004)

4. To engage with a wider
audience and enable
deeper contributions and
support deliberative
debate.

How to Achieve the Aims
of E-participation
(Sandoval-Almazan and GilGarcia 2012)
The provision of
opportunities for
collaboration based on a
relationship that produces
trust.

“unibrennt”
E-participation
Initiative











3.5

Contributing to and
using the content;
Engage in
behaviours
participants like:
reading, learning,
using content and
links in other
contexts;
Low entry barriers
for new members;
Sharing,
forwarding,
propagating
encouraged;
Solidarise and
identify with the
initiative;
Reciprocal
exchange;
Formulate goals;
Include others.

Conclusion: The Role of Lurkers in E-participation

This section answers the third research question, “How does online lurking
impact e-participation?” It is an important question as e-participation represents
both an instance of digital democracy and participation, and researchers claim
that, like online participation in general, it is dominated by low levels of
participation and that de-lurking strategies are needed to increase active
(understood as visible) participation. Evaluations of e-participation are often
based on models of participation where visible behaviour is equated with active
behaviour, on the number of “active” participants and the number of visible
contributions made. Given that numbers of both active participants and postings
contributed are low, these results are often used to develop strategies that
increase e-participation by changing lurkers’ behaviour and encourage visible
contributions.
Lurkers can influence e-participation initiatives and help achieve their aims.
To see the extent of this impact, evaluations of e-participation need to consider
lurkers as participants and use a definition of lurkers as valuable and active
online participants. Lurkers’ contribution to e-participation was shown by
theoretically analysing how lurkers may play a role in e-petitions (III), whilst
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the results from a case study analysis of an e-participation initiative show that
including lurkers in the evaluation and adopting Takahashi et al.’s (2003)
definition of active lurking, lurkers can be seen as one of the crucial factors in
the success of an e-participation initiative (IV).
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4

Recommendations for Evaluating E-participation

Lurkers increasingly play a role in research on online participation, as can be
seen in the reviews on lurking (I, II, VIII), and the development of more refined
models of online participation (Krabina 2016; Malinen 2015; Sun et al. 2014).
Lutz and Hoffmann (2017) argue that there are many nuanced dimensions of
“non-, passive and negative participation” (1), that, as can be seen in Figure 6,
participants may engage in both willingly and unwillingly (“agency”) and with
both intentional and unintentional positive and negative effects (“valence”):

Figure 6: A typology of online (non-)participation (Lutz and Hoffmann 2017, 9).
Re-printed with permission.

Online participation and e-participation are quintessentially human and rely
on several types of users and participation, behaviours, connections and
relationships. Future research and policy development could benefit from
considering the following questions and the answers gained from this thesis:
Who are the lurkers? In e-participation research so far, lurkers are often
defined in negative terms (lack of engagement, lack of contribution, nonproductive) and used as a reason to explain why e-participation initiatives fail to
achieve the aims set (III, V, VII). This definition limits their online role and
contribution, and, as shown in this study, being online and active is possible in
many ways, making the active versus passive dichotomy too simplistic with too
much focus on visible participation as the only way of participating that leads to
positive effects.
Is universal participation desirable? Despite the potential of e-participation
systems to widen the pool of participants in the decision-making process,
achieving the participation of 1% of citizens in any e-participation initiative
would generally be considered a stunning success, yet it remains unrealistic to
assume that universal participation can be achieved or indeed is desirable (X).
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Involvement and even excellent mobilisation may not lead to a (re-)democratisation
and sustainable participation in general (IV). Whether political goals will be met
by further initiatives will depend on future political culture and communication.
Is increasing visible participation by changing lurkers’ behaviours the right
strategy? The answer may be that increasing visible participation will not
necessarily make an e-participation initiative more successful or valuable (III,
IX). Sunstein (2006) argues that more active participation does not necessarily
mean that political participation is improved, and several researchers such as
Boyd (2008), Gladwell (2010) and Sifry (2010) are even more critical, arguing
that the use of ICT and social media to encourage participation and democracy is
an illusion used for political campaigning. Encouraging visible participation may
lead to behaviours and activities that may be undesirable, harmful or detrimental.
How should participation and lurking be evaluated? E-participation is often
viewed as a relationship (or improving the relationship) between citizens,
government, public administrations and other stakeholders. Based on the
answers gathered from the thesis’ research questions, positive definitions of
lurking, Social Network Theories and Analysis should be used to evaluate online
lurking and e-participation (IV, VII). Social Network Theories and Analysis
focus on the participants, the connections, ties and relationships between them
and how they connect to other social spaces and resources. These methods and
approaches are increasingly implemented to improve systems and information
flows in public administrations and may also help evaluate contributions made
by participants and stakeholders in e-participation.
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5

Conclusion

English-language dictionary definitions of lurking in the real world have made it
an equally negative behaviour in the online world (I, II, VIII). This thesis tries
to fill the research gap that stems from research that considers lurking to be a
negative online behaviour and values visible online participation (such as
postings, comments, likes), leading to simplified categorisations of online
participation.
The goal of this thesis is to deepen the understanding of online participation
by considering lurking in online participation in general and specifically in eparticipation, and answers the following three research questions:
1. How is lurking defined?
2. What are the implications of the definitions of lurking used in research?
3. How does online lurking impact e-participation?
Section 1 shows that the question “How is lurking defined?” has many
answers, and a taxonomy allows it to quickly gain an overview of the definitions
used in research. The definitions can be classified into groups: definitions that
see lurking as a negative, lurking as non-productive online behaviour, as
legitimate online behaviour and definitions that see lurking as an active online
behaviour (I, II, VIII).
This taxonomy of the definitions provides the basis to answer the second
question, “What are the implications of the definitions of lurking used in
research?” and the answer is discussed in Section 2. The analysis of the
categories of definitions within each category shows that the choice of
definitions affects the aims of research as well as the implementation of research
results used for the development of the internet and online environments.
Research results based only on evaluations of visible online behaviour will often
be used to develop de-lurking strategies that aim to change lurkers’ online
behaviours. Becker (1963) suggests that deviance is not the quality of a bad
person but the result of someone defining someone else’s activity as bad;
therefore, in this thesis, it is suggested that the use of positive definitions of
lurkers will encourage seeing lurking as an important and legitimate role in the
online environment or as an active online behaviour that has valuable and
extensive (online and offline) effects that should be encouraged. Careful
consideration is required when deciding on a definition of online lurking or
using previous research (I, II, VIII).
The importance of a more refined depiction of online participation is
highlighted by answering the third question, “How does online lurking impact
the aims of e-participation?” Here lurking is considered in the e-participation
context, a particular dimension of online participation. E-participation was
chosen as researchers often claim that low levels of online citizen participation
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are due to lurking. Section 3 considers how it is necessary to take into account
the many ways people interact, create content and share knowledge in public
matters (Janssen and van der Voort 2016), and this must include lurking. The
analysis and case-study work presented here shows that lurkers do not represent
the disinterested public and that a positive definition of lurking and their
contributions might be one of the crucial success factors in e-participation (VII).
When answering the second and third questions, the necessity of avoiding the
dichotomy of online participation as “active” versus “passive” becomes clear (I,
II). Only by including lurkers’ activities a more complete depiction of online
participation as a “holistic, polycontextual communication environment
comprising diverse engagement spaces – differentiated online and offline
communication contexts, within a larger community ecosystem” (Cranefield et
al. 2011, 489) is possible. People lurk because it is an activity they enjoy or
because they are learning, reading, listening, forwarding or engaging in some
other way. The taxonomy of definitions shows that lurking does not need to be
understood as being passive, free-riding or social loafing. Lurking, defined and
understood as a positive online behaviour, can be helpful and can provide value
and social capital to online participation and e-participation. The use of positive
definitions of lurking also allows a more complete depiction of online
participation. It is proposed in this thesis that by adopting Takhashi et al.’s
(2003) definition of lurkers as active participants, an analysis of lurkers’
extensive online and offline activities and network effects in both online
participation and e-participation is possible and even necessary (IV, VII).
The analysis provided in this thesis identifies and organises disjointed
empirical research, highlights research results and relationships that already exist
in research, and, hopefully, the answers provided to the research questions will
help other scholars and researchers gain leverage by using them in other
contexts.
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SUMMARY
Online participation is popular, and businesses and public institutions alike want
online citizens and amateurs to actively participate as the internet leads to
increased economic, social and cultural benefits (van Dijk and Deursen 2014;
Tapscott et al. 2007). The internet and social media seem to allow anyone who is
able to connect to the internet to be a content creator (Rainie and Wellman
2012), an active participant rather than a passive viewer. For many the online
environment is an accepted part or a way of life, but users have responded to it
in a wide range of ways, sometimes in unintentional or unconventional ways.
Yet research often concludes that in online participation the minority of users are
“active” and the majority of users are “passive” or “inactive”, the latter often
described as “lurkers”. So the question is: Who or what are lurkers?
The research presented in this dissertation represents extensive theoretical
and analytical work, such as literature reviews, analyses of theories and models
and case study work conducted since 2010 at the Department for E-Governance
and Administration, Danube University Krems (Austria), Leeds Metropolitan
University (UK) and the Ragnar Nurkse Department of Innovation and
Governance, Tallinn University of Technology, Estonia. The thesis not only
reveals that lurking can be defined in many ways but that it includes a range of
online and offline behaviours and that the choice of definitions has an impact on
the research, its outcomes and how the results are implemented. The taxonomy
of the definitions and its analysis represent an important contribution, as it shows
that online participation and lurking are complex online phenomena and that
negative approaches do not do justice to the online participants. The research
articles selected not only address the research questions but also mirror a change
in the author’s understanding regarding the role of lurkers, online participation
and e-participation.
There is a big gap in research to help understand lurkers and their activities in
several online contexts. The focus of this thesis are those online behaviours
subsumed under the label “lurking”, often considered to be a negative behaviour
in the online context and seen as a detrimental use of the online environment or
online tools. The thesis aims to fill the research gap by addressing lurking in the
context of research on online participation and e-participation and addresses the
research gap by answering the following three research questions:
1. How is lurking defined?
2. What are the implications of the definitions of lurking used in research?
3. How does online lurking impact e-participation?
This thesis comprises an introduction and ten published research articles.
They address the following topics: definitions of lurking (I, II, VIII), the
implications of the different definitions of lurking used in research (I, II, VIII),
and different dimensions of e-participation. The ideas and analyses in these
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articles have also been presented at PhD Workshops and international
conferences (V, VII, IX, X), where valuable feedback was gained.
The first part of this thesis answers the research question “How is lurking
defined?” and provides a taxonomy of the definitions of lurking used in research.
The literature review follows principles of classification research and brings
together the observations gained. This classification is non-numerical and nonexhaustive; it provides an overview and a taxonomy of the definitions of lurking
used in the literature, and it highlights controversies and research challenges.
Whilst researchers generally agree that lurking is the most common online
behaviour, they provide various definitions and interpretations of lurking
behaviours (I, II, VIII). These definitions are classified into categories that see
lurking as negative behaviours, as legitimate behaviours or as active behaviours.
The second part of the thesis addresses the research question, “What are the
implications of the definitions of lurking used in research?” The taxonomy of the
definitions, the categorisation and analysis of the definitions reveal that the
choice of definition impacts the aims of the research, how research is conducted
and the way research results are interpreted and implemented (I, II, VIII):
Negative definitions see lurking as detrimental and will suggest encouraging
participation by changing online behaviours (“de-lurking strategies”, V), whilst
definitions that see lurking as a legitimate behaviour suggest that lurking
represents legitimate and valuable online roles (they are learners, readers,
listeners), and participants’ behaviours do not need to be changed (I, II, VIII).
Research that sees lurking as an active behaviour with extensive (online and
offline) network effects that is beneficial and valuable will suggest the
development of strategies to encourage more lurking (IV). The choice of
definitions therefore affects how research results are implemented in the
development of the internet and online environments. Rather than trying to
change people’s behaviours, force visible participation (V) or try to attract those
who are not interested anyway (the “ignorers”) (III, IX), this thesis proposes
that Takahashi et al.’s (2003) definition provides an ideal basis to understand
lurkers’ activities and how they contribute to online environments (IV, IX).
The third research question, “How does online lurking impact eparticipation?” considers lurking in the e-participation context. E-participation
represents both a dimension of online participation and the larger concept of edemocracy that enables, encourages, broadens and deepens political
participation and democratic citizenship (III, IV, VI, IX, X). It was chosen for
analysis in this thesis as researchers often claim low levels of online citizen
participation, and that e-participation initiatives fail because participants lurk
rather than engage or participate actively. As shown in this thesis, using
definitions of lurking as an online behaviour that is legitimate, valuable and
active, lurking can be viewed as enhancing democratic principles and
contributing to a vibrant, inclusive, transparent and responsive democratic
society (IV, V, IX). The conceptual analysis of lurking in the context of e69

petition processes (IX) and the results from a case study of an e-participation
initiative (IV) show the impact lurkers have on e-participation, that the
mobilisation of lurkers, based on definitions of lurking that see it as an active
behaviour and a strategy that encourages more lurking, may represent one of the
crucial factors in e-participation.
Lurkers play a role in research on online participation, as can be seen in the
taxonomy of definitions of lurking (I, II, VIII), yet research on lurking in eparticipation remains limited and mainly one-dimensional. It is suggested that
the following questions need to be asked more often in research on eparticipation:
Who are the lurkers? There are many ways of being online and active, and
the active-passive dichotomy with its focus on visible participation as the only
way of participating that has positive effects is too simplistic.
Is universal participation desirable? Achieving the participation of 1% of
citizens in any e-participation initiative would generally be considered a
stunning success, yet it remains unrealistic to assume that universal participation
can be achieved or indeed is desirable. Involvement and even excellent
mobilisation may not lead to a (re-)democratization and sustainable participation
in general.
Is increasing visible participation by changing lurkers’ behaviours the right
strategy? The answer may be that increasing visible participation will not
necessarily make an e-participation initiative more successful or valuable.
Encouraging visible participation may lead to behaviours and activities that may
be undesirable, harmful or detrimental.
How should participation and lurking be evaluated? As e-participation is
often viewed as a relationship or improving the relationship between citizens,
government, public administrations and other stakeholders, positive definitions
of lurking and methods based on Social Network Theories and Analysis may be
ideal for evaluating the contributions made in e-participation.
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KOKKUVÕTE (Summary in Estonian)
Online-osalus on populaarne; samas sooviksid nii era- kui ka avalik sektor näha
nn online-kodanike ja tavakasutajate veelgi suuremat aktiivsust, kuna internet
aitab luua lisaväärtust nii majanduslikus, sotsiaalses kui ka kultuurilises plaanis.
(van Dijk ja Deursen 2014; Tapscott et al. 2007). Internet ja sotsiaalmeedia
pakuvad kõigile, kel on internetiühendus, võimaluse olla sisuloojaks (Rainie ja
Wellman 2012) ning käituda pigem aktiivse osaleja kui passiivse vaatlejana.
Online-maailm on paljude jaoks loomulik elu- ja toimimiskeskkond, mis on
toonud kaasa tavapärasest erinevaid ja sageli ka toimijaile endile teadvustamata
käitumismustreid. Asjakohastes uurimustes jõutakse tihti järeldusni, et
veebikasutajatest väiksem osa on aktiivsed ja suurem osa passiivsed kasutajad,
nimetades viimsid ka luurijateks (lurkers), isegi kui selline järeldus ei pruugi
põhineda esinduslikul valimil. Niisiis tekib küsimus, kes või mis need luurijad
on?
Käesoleva väitekirja raames tehtud uurimistöö hõlmab mahukat teoreetilist ja
analüütilist baasi, sealhulgas ülevaateid ilmunud kirjandusest, teooriate ja
mudelite analüüse ning juhtumikirjelduste uurimusi, mida on alates 2010. aastast
tehtud Kremsi Danube Ülikooli E-valitsemise ja avaliku halduse osakonnas
(Austria), Leedsi Metropolitan Ülikoolis (Suurbritannia) ja Tallinna
Tehnikaülikooli Ragnar Nurkse innovatsiooni ja valitsemise instituudis. Lisaks
sellele, et veebis luurimisele on võimalik anda mitmeid erinevaid definitsioone,
toob väitekiri välja ka selle, et luurimine kätkeb endas tegevusi nii internetis kui
ka väljapool netikeskkonda. Uurimistööst nähtub, et luurimisele antud
definitsioon mõjutab seda, milline teaduslik lähenemine valitakse, milliseid
tulemusi saadakse ja kuidas saadud tulemusi rakendatakse.
Definitsioonide taksonoomia ja selle analüüs on oluliseks täienduseks senistele
uurimustele, kuna ilmneb, et internetis osalemine ja luurimine on väga
mitmetahulised online-käitumise fenomenid, mille puhul pelgalt negatiivne
lähenemine oleks online-osalejate suhtes ülekohtune. Kõik töös esitatud
teadusartliklid käsitlevad püstitatud uurimisküsimust ja peegeldavad samas ka
autori arusaamade muutumist luurijate rolli, online-osaluse ja e-osaluse
käsitlemisel.
Arusaam luurijatest ja nende tegevusest erinevates online-kontekstides on siiani
olnud väga kesine. Käesolev uurimustöö keskendub erinevatele onlinekäitumistele, mida saab koondada ühisnimetaja „luurimine“ (lurking) alla. Liiati
suhtutakse online-kontekstis luurimisse sageli negatiivselt, pidades seda onlinekeskkonna ja selle võimaluste lörtsimiseks.
Väitekirja eesmärgiks on seda vajakut parandada, uurides luurimist onlineosaluse ja e-osaluse kontekstis ning andes vastuse kolmele alljärgnevale
uurimisküsimusele:
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1. Kuidas luurimist defineeritakse?
2. Kuidas mõjutab definitsioonide erinevus luurimist käsitlevaid uurimusi?
3. Kuidas mõjutab luurimine e-osalust?
Väitekiri koosneb sissejuhatusest ja kümnest avaldatud teadusartiklist. Artiklite
fookuses on järgnevad teemad: luurimise definitsioon (I, II, VIII),
definitsioonide erinevuse mõju luurimise uurimisele (I, II, VIII) ja e-osaluse
erinevad aspektid. Teadusartiklites toodud ideid ja analüüsi on tutvustatud
doktoriseminaridel ja rahvusvahelistel konverentsidel (V, VII, IX, X), kus on
saadud väärtuslikku tagasisidet.
Väitekirja esimene osa keskendub küsimusele, kuidas luurimist defineeritakse
ning toob välja senistes uurimustes kasutatud definitsioonide liigituse. Ülevaade
kirjandusest on koostatud teadusuurimuse klassifikatsiooni põhimõttest lähtuvalt
ja seal on toodud välja asjakohased tähelepanekud. Antud klassifikatsioon on
kvalitatiivne ja piiritletud, esitades ülevaate kirjanduses kasutatavatest luurimise
definitsioonidest koos vastava liigitusega ning tuues välja vastuolud ja aspektid,
mis uurimistööd komplitseerivad. Kuigi vastava valdkonna uurimistöödes
ollakse üldiselt üksmeelel selles, et luurimine on kõige levinum online-käitumise
viis, antakse luurimislaadsele käitumisele palju erinevaid definitsioone ja
seletusi (I, II, VIII). Definitsioonid on jagatud kategooriatesse: luurimist kui
negatiivset käitumist kirjeldavad, luurimist kui legitiimset käitumist kirjeldavad
ning luurimist aktiivseks käitumiseks liigitavad definitsioonid.
Väitekirja teine osa keskendub küsimusele, kuidas mõjutab erinevus
definitsioonides luurimist käsitlevaid uurimusi. Vaadates lähemalt
definitsioonide taksonoomiat, liigitamist ja analüüsi, on selge, et konkreetse
definitsiooni valik mõjutab nii uurimusele seatud eesmärki, uurimuse läbiviimist
kui ka uurimistulemuste interpreteerimist ning rakendamist (I, II, VIII).
Negatiivsed definitsioonid kirjeldavad luurimist kui kahjustavat tegevust ning
leiavad, et oleks vaja julgustada aktiivsemat osalemist läbi online-käitumise
muutmise (nn luurimisvastased strateegiad, V). Need definitsioonid, mis
kirjeldavad luurimist kui legitiimset käitumisviisi, väidavad, et luurimine on
igati õigustatud ja tunnustatud online-roll, mille puhul luurijad on õppijad,
lugejad ja kuulajad, kelle käitumist muuta pole vaja (I, II, VIII). Need
uurimustööd, mis käsitlevad luurimist kui aktiivset käitumist, millel on
märkimisväärne mõju nii online- kui ka offline-keskkonna võrgustikes,
kirjeldavad seda mõju positiivse ja väärtuslikuna ning pakuvad välja luurimist
julgustavaid strateegiaid (IV). On ilmne, et see, kuidas uurimistulemusi
rakendatakse interneti ja online-keskkonna arendamisel, sõltub paljuski
definitsiooni valikust.
Selle asemel, et püüda muuta inimeste käitumist, sundida neid avalikult osalema
(V) või proovida kaasa tõmmata neid, keda asi ei huvita (ignoreerijad) (III, IX),
väidab käesolev doktoritöö, et Takahashi at al. (2003) definitsioon on ideaalne
lähtekoht luurijate tegevuse mõistmiseks ja paremaks arusaamiseks sellest,
kuidas luurijad online-keskkonda panustavad (IV, IX).
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Kolmas uurimisküsimus, kuidas mõjutab luurimine e-osalust, käsitleb luurimist
e-osalemise kontekstis. E-osalus hõlmab käesoleva uurimistöös nii onlineosalust kui ka e-demokraatiat laiemalt, mis võimaldab, julgustab, avardab ja
süvendab poliitilist osalemist ja demokraatlikku kodanikukäitumist (III, IV, VI,
IX, X). See uurimisküsimus sai väitekirjas analüüsimiseks valitud põhjusel, et
teadlased toovad sageli välja kodanikuosaluse loidust online-keskkonnas ja eosaluse suurendamisele suunatud algatuste luhtumist, kuna osalejad pigem
luurivad kui näitavad üles sisulist huvi ja aktiivselt kaasa löövad. Nagu
käesolevast doktoritööst nähtub, võimaldab luurimise defineerimine tegevusena,
mis on legitiimne, tunnustatud ja aktiivne, kuvada seda kui demokraatlikke
põhimõtteid toetavat tegevust, mis soodustab dünaamilist, kaasavat, läbipaistvat
ja kodanikke kuulda võtvat demokraatlikku ühiskonda (IV, V, IX). Luurimise
kontseptuaalne analüüs e-petitsiooni menetlemise protsessis (IX) ja ühe ekaasamise algatuse juhtumianalüüs (IV) toovad välja, milline on luurijate mõju
e-osalusele ja ka selle, et luurijate mobiliseerimine, tuginedes luurimise kui
aktiivse online-käitumise definitsioonidele ja strateegia, mis toetab luurimise
laiemat levikut, võiksid olla üheks e-kaasamise võtmeteguritest.
Luurijatel on online-osalust käsitlevates uurimustes oma kindel roll, nagu seda
näitab ka luurimise definitsioonide jaotus (I, II, VIII). Siiski on jäänud senised
uurimused, mis vaatlevad luurimist e-osalemise kontekstis, suhteliselt
pinnapealseks ja ühekülgseks. Sestap oleks vaja, et edaspidistes e-osalust
käsitlevates uurimustes püstitataks senisest enam alljärgnevaid küsimusi:
Kes on luurijad? Online-aktiivsusel on väga erinevaid vorme, seetõttu oleks liialt
lihtsustatud lähenemine võtta osaluse kirjeldamise aluseks dihhotoomia aktiivnepassiivne, mille kohaselt on nähtav osalemine ainus positiivse mõjuga osalemise
viis.
Kas eesmärgiks on universaalne osalemine? Ükskõik millise e-osalust
võimaldava ettevõtmise puhul peetakse juba 1% kodanike kaasumist
erakordseks õnnestumiseks, siiski ei ole realistlik eeldada, et õnnestus saavutada
100% osalus või et seda peaks üldse eesmärgiks seadma. Suur kaasatus ja ka
väga kõrge osaluse määr ei pruugi viia suuremas plaanis (re-)demokratiseerimise
ja jätkusuutliku aktiivse osalemiseni.
Kas nähtava osaluse suurendamine, muutes luurijate käitumist, on mõistlik
strateegia? Siin võib öelda, et suurem nähtav osalus ei pruugi muuta e-osalust
võimaldavat ettevõtmist edukamaks või olemuselt paremaks. Nähtava osaluse
kannustamine võib tuua kaasa käitumise ja tegevused, mis võivad olla
soovimatud, kahjustavad või nurjavad.
Kuidas tuleks osalust ja luurimist hinnata? Arvestades, et e-osalust käsitletakse
sageli kui suhte kvaliteedi väljendust või suhete parandamise võimalust
kodanike, valitsuse, riigiasutuste ja teiste huvigruppide vahel, võivad luurimise
positiivsed definitsioonid ja meetodid, mis lähtuvad sotsiaalsete võrgustike
teooriatest ja analüüsi metoodikast osutuda ideaalseks lähtekohaks e-osaluse
mõju hindamisel.
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